
Second Hand Woes 

Competition sponsored by the USBF to select USA2 for this year’s  Bermuda Bowl is underway.  In the 

In the Quarterfinals Mahaffey faced off against Cayne.   They were down 54 after the first day’s 60 

boards, but staged a nice comeback.  In fact, Mahaffey pulled into the lead with after a strong first 

half in segment 7.  After 97 boards they were ahead 179 - 162.  Then Cayne rattled off 49 unanswered 

imps to put Cayne back in front 211 -179 with 15 boards, the 8th segment, to go.   
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 Board 16  (#106) was particularly unfortunate for Mahaffey…Note how aggressive the young 

Cayne pros are in the bidding:  Hampson opening a Precision 1 on a 10hcp hand which shut Cohler 

out of initial action with his balanced 12hcp hand.  After Greco’s inverted raise EW reached a razor 

thin NT game.  Cohler found a potentially killing lead of a low spade from Qxx.  When West won trick 

1 with the K he had to know partner held the J.  When West followed up with the 5 at trick 2 

Cohler had a chance to flaunt convention, second hand low, to fly A to preserve partner’s only entry 

to run his spades.  He played low & Hampson actually finessed for the J!  This was a 17 imp swing. 
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 A few hands later Cohler had a chance to shine in a 3N contract.  The Q lead located both the 

A and J in the North hand.  East shifted to a club and Cohler correctly placed West with the J.  

East found the heart shift on winning the A. Cohler, at one point, had to duck a heart to cut 

communications between the defenders. He chose to do so immediately.  After winning the A he 

played on spades to establish his 9th trick. 

Cohler’s partner, Billy Cohen, deserves a plus for raising NT rather than looking for a major suit fit. Lall 

and Bathurst were unfortunate to land in spades with the KQTx offside. 

There will be Vu-Graph through Sunday on BBO until the USBC Team Trials crowns USA-2 for the 2015 

Bermuda Bowl to be held in Chennai, India from September 26 through October 10th.  Nickell is USA-1. 

Keep up to date with the Team Trials at 

http://usbf.org/index.php?option=com_content&task=section&id=46&Itemid=540 
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